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How did three million years of ancestry living in small, cooperative bands of nomadic 
foragers and hunters shape our physiology and our mental landscape? An important 
component to building emotional and psychological health in the contemporary world 
can come from understanding the physical and psychological influence exerted upon us 
by the environment within which we evolved as a species, which is the environment of 
wild nature.1 Increasingly, we ignore this question at our peril. Obviously, it is not 
possible to return to ‘wild nature’ and observe how we might address contemporary 
issues and problems within this more ‘natural’ setting. Also, it would not be appropriate 
nor realistic for people to return to tribal, nomadic hunting and gathering. Rather, there is 
considerable value in the careful study of existing tribal people to better understand our 
unique human nature, social patterns, and organic intuitions as they are expressed among 
people living close to nature.  
 
Contemporary human beings possess a very long developmental ancestry during which 
time we evolved exclusively within, and adapted to, the realities of wild nature. On a 
compressed, year-long timeline of human history in which our fully upright ancestor 
Australopithecus lived 365 days ago, we wild nature and began farming just 8 hours ago. 
Or, to take the average American with a life expectancy of 78 years, this would mean we 
had lived our entire lives as nomadic hunter-gatherers, immersed in wild nature, only to 
give up that lifestyle in favor of farming just 65 days ago. In 6th grade, students are 
required to study human evolution and prehistory, but fully 96% of the state-approved 
textbook content is dedicated to just these last two months of our 78-year life span. Books 
describing the human past focus their content largely on stories generated during the time 

                                                
1The relatively new, but growing field of Evolutionary Psychology emphasizes the importance of understanding our Pleistocene 
ancestry in order to grasp the implications of modern culture: “Culture is not causeless and disembodied. It is generated in rich 
and intricate ways by information-processing mechanisms situation in human minds. These mechanisms are, in turn, the 
elaborately sculpted product of the evolutionary process…What we think of as all of human history –from say, the rise of the 
Shang, Minoan, Egyptian, Indian, and Sumerian civilizations- and everything we take for granted as normal parts of life –
agriculture, pastoralism, governments, police, sanitation, medical care, education, armies, transportation…are all the novel 
products of the last few thousand years. In contrast to this, our ancestors spent the last two millions years as Pleistocene hunter-
gatherers, and of course, several hundred million years before that as one kind of forager or another. These relative spans are 
important because they establish which set of environments and conditions defined the adaptive problems the mind was shaped to 
cope with: Pleistocene conditions, rather than modern conditions. This conclusion stems from the fact that the evolution of 
complex design is a slow process when contrasted with historical time…The few thousand years since the scattered appearance 
of agriculture is only a small stretch in evolutionary terms, less than 1% of the two million years our ancestors spent as 
Pleistocene hunter-gatherers…It is improbable that our species evolved complex adaptations even to agriculture, let alone to 
postindustrial society. Moreover, the available evidence strongly supports this view of a single, universal panhuman design, 
stemming from our long-enduring existence as hunter-gatherers...In relating the design of mechanisms of the mind to the task 
demands posed by the world, ‘the world’ means the Pleistocene world of hunter-gatherers…The emerging field of evolutionary 
psychology attempts to take advantage of Darwin’s crucial insight that there should be a functional mesh between the design 
features of organisms and the adaptive problems that they had to solve in the environment in which they evolved. By 
understanding the selection pressures that our hominid ancestors faced…one can begin to understand the processes that underlie 
cultural phenomena as well” (Barkow, J. H., Cosmides, L., & Tooby, J., Eds. 1992. The adapted mind: Evolutionary psychology 
and the generation of culture. New York: Oxford University Press, pp. 3-9).  



 

of written history. The fuller human story is ignored, and the timeframes are distorted and 
compressed.   
 
If we don’t pay careful attention to those brief 14 pages of the social studies book, or if 
we lack a number sense strong enough to grasp the timescales involved, most of us won’t 
know anything about our species’ immense tenure amidst living close to nature. Yet to 
understand how modern humans behave today, to appreciate our complex relationship to 
plants and animals, to fathom the deep resonance we feel for organic forms, landscapes, 
campfires, and kinfolk, to grasp the unrelenting call of our deep inner nature through the 
course of our lives, we must work hard to understand the world our ancestors grew up in. 
To know ourselves fully, we must understand our past. To understand that past, we must 
look carefully at the remaining native peoples who still practice the old ways, living 
exemplars of our own ancestral past, modern tribes-people who never took up the plow, 
planted crops, herded animals, nor built towns. We have much to learn from this study of 
indigenous, foraging peoples and their ways. It is among the best ways to look more fully 
at ourselves.  
 


